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On the consequences of permutation identities 
By G. POLLAK in Szeged 
To Professor B. Szokefatvi-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
The aim of this note is to give a description of all permutation identities valid 
in a permutative semigroup [ 2 ] . YAMADA [ 4 ] was the first to consider permutation 
identities in semigroups. The best result in the field was attained by PERKINS [ 2 ] 
who proved that any commutative semigroup variety is finitely based. In the same 
work he gives an example showing that no similar proposition holds for varieties 
satisfying xyzt = xzyt. On the other hand, any permutative semigroup variety satisfy-
ing an identity of the form xm+d=xm is finitely based. We give another class of 
(hereditary) finitely based varieties. As a matter of fact, this can be obtained from 
a result of PUTCHA and YAQUB [3] claiming that a semigroup in which a permutation 
identity of rather general type holds satisfies all permutation identities for products 
containing sufficiently many factors. From our results it would be easy to determine 
exactly the necessary number of factors, and to give a "standard" form of finite bases 
of identities (up to bases of permutation groups). 
1. The consequence group 
Following YAMADA [ 4 ] , we call an identity of the form 
(1) ,X1...-X„ = Xia...Xna 
a permutation identity if a is a permutation of the set {1, . . . , n). The number n will 
be called the length of identity (1). 
Let <5 be a semigroup variety. Denote the set of all permutation identities of 
length n which hold in <5 by Gn and the set of the corresponding permutations by 
T„. Obviously, T„ is a subgroup of the symmetric group £„. The set of permutation 
identities of length n+1 which follow from G„ will be denoted by G'n and the cor-
responding set of permutations by T'n. Again, T'n is a group called the (first) con-
sequence group of Tn. The qth consequence group T^ can be defined in a similar way 
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through the permutation identities of length n+q which follow from G„. We remark 
though trivial that r ^ ' + ^ r ^ ' 5 ^ . 
Our main task consists in finding out how T'n depends on T n . For this purpose 
we shall first look for a comfortable system of generators of T'n. 
Suppose (1) holds in <5. The subsequent n+2 identities follow immediately: 
X\ ... x„+ j — x » Xnn X, na An+ X J 
(2) 
where 
x, — x, n+1 
x . = w!') t/(i> — u!') w(i) • — "1 ••• "n — I f f ••• "na 
« f = 
X1 Xlff+1 ••• Xna+ 1 j 
( i = l , . . . f l ) 
if j < i, 
XiX; + 1 if j — i, 
Xj + 1 i f . / > ' • 
The corresponding elements a', a", 1 , , ...,An of the consequence group are given 
by the equations 
( 3 , ) 
( 3 2 ) 
(30 
for / = 1 , . . . , n. 
= \ > i f 7 = n, 
J 1 « + 1 - i f j = n+1 
. „ [ 1 . ' i f 7 = 1 » 
J G l a - l ) c r + 1 i f 2 s j ^ n + l ; 
A = 
if j SifJ \ jo S i, 
-l id-
N 
j f f + l if j 
0 ' - l ) ( 7 i f j > i f f ' 1 
( j - i ) a + l if j > ia 
N > i, . 
117~% 0 ' - l ) ( 7 < / , 
L e m m a 1. The consequence group T'n of T„ is generated by the elements (3j), 
(32), (33) where a ranges ouer Tn. 
It suffices to show that all identities in G'n are consequences of the identities (2) 
where a ranges over T„. Now let 
( 4 ) Xj . . . x„ + 1 — x l t . . . X(n+1) t 
be an identity in G'n, i.e. a consequence of G„. This means that there exists a sequence 
of words ( x i . . . x n + 1 = ) a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a t ( = x l T . . . x ( n + 1 ) r ) such that ar=bruf...u^cr> 
ar+ i = bru^liry...u^lir)cr where br, cr are arbitrary and u(p nonempty words, t r ( r ) g r „ . 
Denote the length of the word y by l(y). Then l(ar)~ l(ar+i) for all r<k and thus, 
by induction, l(ar)=n-1-1. On the other hand l(ar)=l(br)+ j ? l{uf)+l(cr), and, 
J=i 
since / ( u ' f ' ) > 0 , there are only three possibilities: l)/(br)=0, l(cr)— 1, l(u(p)= ••• 
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... = / ( « « ) = l and ar=ar+1 follows from an identity of type (2,); 2) l{br)= 1, / (c r)=0„ 
l{u{[y)= ••• = l(u<£>)= 1 and ar—ar+l follows from an identity of type (22); 3) l(br)= 
= /(c r )=0, /(wi r ))=2 for exactly one i, l(u(Jr))= 1 for j^i and ar=ar+1 follows from 
one of the identities (23), q.e.d. 
The permutations (3) are not very easy to handle, therefore we shall use the 
system a', X ( I S i ^ n — 1), ¿„<T'~', a" \ equivalent to (3), instead. Introduce: 
the notation 
n h J ) \(ii-l.:.j) if 
Thus, y(j, i)=y(i,j)~1- It is straightforward to check the formulae 
— y(n+ i f f - 1 ) <t' y (i, n+ 1) for 1 s i s n, 
( 5 ) ff*=.y(B + l , l ) f f , y (1,11+1). 
Hence 
(6) ¿¡Ar+i = 7 ( « + 1 , iff'1)a'y(i,n + 1)y (n + l , i + 1)c' - 17((z'+ l)cr_ 1,« + 1) = 
= yin+ljff-^a' •{in+\)-a'-1y{{i^-\)a-i,n+\) = 
= ^ ( M + l . I f f - O . O ' f f - ^ + l i v y i O ' + l i f f - S n + l ) = 
= y (n + 1, i f f - 1 + 1) y ((/+ 1) a- \ n + 1) = y (0: + 1) a- \ ia~1 + l) 
for 1 SiSn— 1 and 
(6') X y - 1 = yin+l^no-^a'yfan+Va'-1 = y(n+ l,^"1)-^-1«+1) = 
= y{n+\,na-1 + \), 
(6") a'Ar1 = y(n+l,l)ff'y(l,n+l)y(n+l,l)ff'-1y(lff-1,n + l) = y ( l f f - 1 , l ) . 
Remark that, by (3J , (32) and (5), 
( ( i + l J f f - V V ' - ^ i r ' + l for l s i s n - l , 
(7) ( « + l ) ( x V ' - 1 = «(7-1 + l , 
(Iff-^a'ff"-1 = 1, 
and, since the symbols n+1, l a - 1 , (/+ l)cr_ 1 (\sisn~\) are exactly the integers 
1, . . . , « + 1 in a different order, we have obtained 
L e m m a 2. r'n is generated by the elements a', y(i, ia'er"-1) (/ = 1, ..., « + 1 ) 
where a ranges over r„. 
The subgroup of F'n generated by the cycles y(i, ia' o"~r) (1 sisn+ 1) will be 
denoted by r * . As a generalization of Lemma 2, we have 
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L e m m a 2'. If 
<8) ffV'-1 = v i . . . v , 
is the decomposition of a' o"~1 into disjoint cycles for some o£Fn and i, j occur in the 
same vt then y(i,j)€.r*. 
Indeed, for some power of a' o"~1 we have i(o' o"~1)c=j. If c= 1 then y{i,j)^r* 
by its definition. Now let c > l and suppose the assertion holds for c—1. Put 
.i(o'o"-1)c-1=k; then y(i,k)eT*, y(k,j)=y(k,ka'o"-i)£r* and hence y(i,j)= 
y(kj)-y(i,k)dr*n. 
2. Consequence groups of/-irreducible groups 
The following subgroups of the symmetric group Z„ will take important roles 
in what follows (A„ denotes, as usual, the alternating group): 
In>k = {<j\io = i for i s k), In k = {a\ia = i for i k), <Pk = 
Z'„e> = {<j\io = i for odd /}, Ii0) = {a\ia = i for even /}, 
¿P = Zp ® Zie> = \{a\ia = i(mod 2)}, A<"> = !<"> (~)A„. 
•Observe that iff the images io of elements isk precede those of elements i^k 
(in particular, ko= k). Remark also Znn+i = Zn0=Zn. 
The role of A[p) is clear from 
L e m m a 3. t'nQAn + 1 i f f T„QA (np ) . 
P r o o f . If then a ' , c " and o ' o " ~ l are contained in A ^ h for all o ^ r „ . 
Thus, i^ia'o""1 (mod 2) for every / and y(i, i<j'a"~i)£An+1. 
Conversely, suppose T^A'f'' and let <j£rn\A[p\ If o$An then ,c r '$ / ( n + 1 . If 




Indeed, for / = 1 we have (lc7_1)cr'a-" -1= 1 and (10) follows from (9). If / > 1 then 
{i<j-l)o'o"-1 = ( / ' - \ ) a ~ 1 + 1 = / - 1 + 1 = / (mod 2) and therefore icr1 (icj-^o'o"-1 
(mod 2) which proves (10). 
The permutation group r „ will be called fixelement-reducible or f-reducible if 
r„ Q <Pk for some kSn, and fixe/ement-irreducible (f-irreducible) in the opposite 
-case. Now we want to investigate the case where r „ is f-irreducible. 
ia~1 ^ i (mod 2). 
y ^ A i a - ^ a ' a ' - ^ A , 
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Le m m a 4. If Fn is f-irreducible then for every k (1 = & = «) there exist symbols 
i, j such that iSk^j, H'JKC-
P r o o f . Since r„ is f-irreducible there exists a£T„\<Pk. If k= 1 this means 
l ' f f ^ l , so that l e - 1 a n d , by virtue of (73) and Lemma 2, we have y(l , l<r -1) 
( = y ( l f f - 1 ) l ) - 1 ) ^ * . Now put k ^ 2 . Then there exist elements /', / with I S i S k S 
SlSn, in la (and therefore Iff"1). It is easy to see that one can even suppose 
la = iff — 1. Now by (7) id'a"'1 = (ia~ l)<x-1 + l = / + 1 , so that y(/, l+\)£T*, 
and the lemma is proved. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. If r„ is f-irreducible then T* is transitive. 
Indeed, ky(i,j) = k+1; thus, every symbol ( < « + 1 ) can be carried over to 
every greater symbol and, taking into account the inverses of the y's, it can be carried 
over to every element. 
This corollary is majorized by the following lemma. The proof of the lemma, 
however, relies upon the corollary itself. 
L e m m a 5. IfT„ is f-irreducible then r* is doubly transitive. 
P r o o f . Since r * is already known to be transitive, we have to prove only 
that for every k (1 1) there exists a permutation Qk£T* such that 
(11) kgk = k+1, 1&=1. 
Recall that l c - 1 ^ 1, n+1 for some ff£r„. If y(l , n+l)£F* then it has a power ' 
such that the permutation ok = y ( « + l , l ) r "-y( l , l f f - 1 ) y ( l , n+ l)rfc satisfies (11) (for 
this, choose k— 1 cr— 1 < rk S min (k— 1, n+1 — If f - 1 ) ) . For the rest of the proof 
suppose y(l, n+ By Lemma 4, there exist symbols I, m such that lsk<m, 
y(l, m)£r*. If 1 < / put gk=y(l, m). If. / = 1 then, by assumption, m < n+ 1. Thus, 
there exist /, j with iSm<j, y(i,j)er*. Put r= y(j, i)y(l, m)y(i,j) and 
T ( = y ( 2 , m + 1 ) ) if i = 1, 
_ y ('../) if 1 < i S k , 
Qk ~ h ( l , m ) r 1 ( = ( f c f c + l ) ( m m + l)) if i = k+1, 
x~ 1 y (1, wi)t( = (z / + l )y (2, m 4- 1)(i i+ 1)) else. 
This proves our lemma. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. If r„ is f-irreducible then r* is primitive. 
Now we formulate the basic 
T h e o r e m 1. If Tn is f-irreducible then its consequence group fn is 1) the sub-
group A' of I6 generated by y(l , 4) and y(3, 6) if n= 5, rs = A={(l), (14) (25)}; 
2)A„+lifrnQA^;3)Zn+1else. . 
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R e m a r k . A' is a group isomorphic to I5. It can be obtained f rom the sub-
group I 6 6 of I 6 (having 6 for invariant symbol) by an outer automorphism of the 
latter one. j 
P r o o f . The fact that the consequence group of A is A' can be checked by a 
straightforward calculation. Remark only that for a = (14)(25) we have <T'<T"-1 = 
= (14)(36) so that r * = A ' and a'= y(6, 3)y(l, 4)2y(3, 6)£T*. 
In virtue of Lemma 3, all we need to prove is that A is the only f-irreducible 
group the consequence group of which does not contain the alternating group. In 
doing this we shall rely upon the following facts (see e.g. [1]): 
I. If a subgroup nm_q of Im has q invariant symbols and is transitive and primi-
tive on the rest then any primitive subgroup of Im which contains FIm_q is (q+1)-
fold transitive ([1], Theorem 5. 6. 2). 
II. For 12, t 2>)!ni — 2, the only i-fold transitive subgroups of Em are Em 
and AM ([1], p. 68.). • 
III. If m = kp+r where p is prime, p>k, r>k, 2 then the only (r+ l)-fold 
transitive subgroups of Im are lm and Am ([1], Theorem 5. 7. 2). 
Suppose r „ is f-irreducible. If T* contains a transposition we have obviously 
r * = I n + l (because of double transitivity). If r * contains an element of the form 
y(k—2,k) then An + 1QF*. Indeed, for n= 2 the assertion is obvious. Let «•>2. 
It suffices to show that if k < « + 1 then y(k—l, k+l)£T* and if k—2 > 1 then 
y( fc-3 , k - 1)€T* since these imply y(q-2,q)er* for all 3SqSn+l and these 
cycles generate An+1. Let us prove the first part ; the other one can be treated 
analogously. By Lemma 4, there exists a cycle y(i,j)£r* such .tha:t i s k s j . If 
i S k - 2 then y(j,i)y(k-2,k)y(i,j)= y(k-\,k+l)er*. If i = k-1 or i=k 
then y(j, i)y(k— 2, k)y(i,j) = (k—2 kk+1) or (k—2 k— 1 k+ 1), respectively. How-
ever, since y(k, k—2) • (k— 2 k k+1) • y(k—2, k) = (&+1 k—\k—2), in both cases 
we have (k— 1 k k+ 1) = (k+1 k— 1 k—2)(k—2k k+ 1)€-T*. 
Now consider two different cycles y(i,,./',), y i i i J ^ Z r * (e.g. y( l , Iff - 1) for 
Ict^I and y ( « T - 1 - f 1, n+ 1) for m^n). We may suppose / , < / ] , i\ = i2 "^ji • If. 
moreover, j2<j\ then y ( / 2 - l , j 2 - 1 ) = yO'i J i ) y 0 ' 2 J 2 M . / 1 , h)£r*n. If j2=j\ then 
y( l2+ 1>72+1) = y(j\ , h)y{kJdy(hJi)^rt- In both cases we have two cycles of 
the form y(k,l) and y ( A : - l , / - l ) . However then y(/, k)y(l- 1, k-\)y(k, I)2 = 
= y(k-l,k+ 1 )6 r* and hence F*^An+i. 
The case /] — i2, ji < j 2 is symmetrical to the second subcase of the above one. 
I f7 , = I2 then y(i2,j2)y(i1J1)=y(il,j2) and the pair y(ix,j2), y(i2,j2) gives the 
first case again. 
If j\ < i2 and nS6 then at least one of both cycles is of length ^ 3 and the former 
argument yields F*^An+l once more. Let « > 6 (i.e. « + 1 S 8). One of both cycles 
is of length S —4— i denote this one by y(i,j). If j < n+ 1 take y(k, l)£F* with 
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(if j = n + 1 then i > l and we ought to demand / < i— 1 S k). The permuta-
tions y(i,j), y(l, k)y(i,j)y(k, I) generate a subgroup 77y _ ; + 2 of r* having at least 
— i n v a r i a n t symbols and being primitive on the rest. Thus, by I, F* is 
fold transitive. If n S 2 7 it holds 1 > 3 / « + 1 - 2 a n d r * ¡2A„ +1 follows from II. 
For III allows the following maximal multiplicities of transitivity: 
/•=3 for n + 1 = 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20, 22, 25, 26; 
r=4 for « + 1 = 11, 15, 18; 19, 21, 23,27; . 
r=5 for n + 1 = 12, 24. 
t 11 n + 1 In all cases r < —-—. 
Thus, the only remaining possibility is i{ ' ' h for every pair of cycles. 
Suppose there are three different cycles y{i i , j i ) , y i h J i ) ^ J (h>7 3 )£ r* , / 1 < / 2 < / 3 < 
</1 <72 </3- Then 
61 = y ( h J \ ) y ( j i , h )y{Jn <1) y ('3j 73) = ('3 — 1' 3) O'i 7i + 1 K H , 
62 = y ihJi) 7 (73= '3)7(72, '2) y OWs) = ('3 - 1 0*2./2 + 1) € n , 
^ e 2 = (7'i7i + l)(72 72 + l ) € n , 
yO'i>7i)02eiyO'i , ' i)0i02 = y C / i - i J i + i K n . 
Thus, we may suppose T* contains only two cycles: y, = yih ,j\) and y2—y(jiJi) 
However, this implies a'a"~i = (i{ j{){i2j2) or (1) for every c £ r „ (recall 
a ' a""1 € A„ + J . But a ' a "~ 1 determines a uniquely; indeed, a ' does and the conditions 
ff'-1y(n+l, 1)<t' = a'a"~1y(n-{-1,1), (n+ l ) f f ' = n + 1 determine a ' . Hence T„ is 
a two-element group and ff(^l) is of order 2. As Fn is f-irreducible, l t r ^ l , na^n 
and, consequently, z \= 1, j2 = n + 1 , j\= 1<t_1 = la, i2 = n c + l and a'a"~l = 
= (1 j1)...(i2 — 1 n)(2 7^+ 1)...(;2 n + 1 ) = (1 y,)(/2 n + 1). Hence one finds by a routine 
induction a = (17,)(2 / , + 1).. .(«~yL+ 1 «), i2 == «—y^ + 2. If y ' ^ n then / 2 = 2 and 
1 1 y | = (1 2 3). Now let j\<n, z 2 >2. Form the following elements: 
« = 72 1 7i V2 = (1. . . — 1 /2 + 1 - + 
- P= yihiyl = ( 1 . . . /2 — 1 i 2 + 2 . . . A + 2 ) , 
• = 1 = ( i 2 — 1 ¿2 + 1 ) ( A + 1 7 i + 2 ) , 
'e = 1 V i5yr 1 =. (»2 — 2 i2)0"2 — 1 
and, if i2 > 3, 
C = y i e y r 1 = O 2 - 3 i 2 - l ) 0 ' 2 - 2 i 2 ) . 
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Then 
e£ = ( i j - 3 / 2 - l /2 + 1), 
h i a i l l 1 ! ! ^ ! ! ^ i T i ' y r ' v r 1 = ( ' 2 - 2 / 2 - 1 /2) if ' 2 = 7 1 - 1 , 
72Vr2V2£C)'2 2l\l2 1 = ( ' 2 - 1 '2 ' 2 + 1) else. 
On the other hand, if / 2 = 3,7, > 4 put r\ = <5-1}>r1<5}'i = (24)(35). Then 
»/£ = (13 5), 
I2 y f 1 ?2 Vr 2y2}' i '/syT1 ?2 1 7 i 72 1 Vi ?2 1 = (2 34). 
Thus, we have reduced the problem to the case / 2 = 3, J\ = 4 corresponding to TN = A. 
The theorem is proved. 
From the proof it turns out that T * ^ A n + l if T„^A and T * = A ' if r „ = 4 . 
Combining this with Lemma 3 and the plus information on T* its proof comprises, 
we have 
C o l o l l a r y 4. If r„ is f-irreducible then 
r* = 
* if rn = A, 
A„+1 if rnQli"\ 
£„., else. 
Thus, T*n = rn or else rnQZi"\rn^A„. 
3. The general case 
The case of f-reducible groups can be reduced now to that of f-irreducible ones. 
s 
Let Tn = f | $ k (1 Skt-<---<ksSn) and for any other k. Put, furthermore, 
(=1 ' ' • 
ko=0, ks+l = n+l, and denote ^ by P„ kt+ ^ - k - 1 by j, (t= 0, ..., J ) . 
s 
Then Tn Q IJPt and it is easy to see that the mapping cp :P— I . defined by 
(=0 • J t 
j(Q(pt) = (j+kt)Q — kt is a n isomorphism. Denote by A, the projection of T„ in 
Pt. Then Tn is a subdirect product of A0, ..., As. Obviously, A,(p, is f-irreducible. 
Every JJ P, has a unique factorization 
1=0 
(12) <r = o0...as (o,£P.); 
in particular, a , eA , if o £ T n . Analogously, put P ! = I n + K k t n i „ + l i J t l + 1 + 1 ^ 
s 
then every element of J] P[ has a unique factorization 
( = 0 
(12') T = T0 . . .-T, ( r ,£P't). 
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Define (p't:P't-*Ij + 1 by the same rule as we did <pt (only for i s jt+ 1 instead of 
i^j,)-
Those subdirect factors A, contained in l[p) but not in A(np) behave in a manner 
slightly different from the rest. Introduce therefore the notation 
T = {/-10 S t S sAA, Q I(p)AAt S A^} 
and the projection /¿:Fn — J] A, which maps a onto JJ a,. 
t£T t£T 
The consequence group of an f-reducible group is now fully described by 
s 
T h e o r e m . 2 . Let Tn ^ f | ( l S / ; ^ - « ^ « ) and r„^4>kfor any other k. 
t=i ' 
Then 
(13) T'n = ( r n n y x n ^ ' f 
tiT 
Furthermore, A't = {At<pt)' (p',~~' for 1 S i S i and 
( 1 4 ) ( R ^ Y = { ; / / T T ] T T € P'T [\ ( 3 A E T „ ) V , ( T , € AN+I <R, € AN)}. 
P r o o f . Since io=iot for (kt+1, n), it follows io'=io't, io"= (i — l)cr+ 
+ 1 = (i— l ) f f [ + l = iff" for kt<i^kt+1. As the domains of ff't, a" and o'u, ff"u are 
disjoint for t^u, we have u'=ff'0...a's, c"=a"0...ff"s, a ' = (a'0 ff"0"1)... (a's a"~1 )• 
Moreover, ia'ff"~l = ia'tff"~1 implies y(i, ia'ff"~1)=y(j, i f f ' t f f ' i ~ l ) e A't. ttt^T put 
a = [J <xt; the same argument yields a' = JJ ff't, y(i, ia'a"~l) = y(i, i<j'lo"~l) = 
tiT • tiT 
= y(i,id'ff"-1)e(rn^y. Thus, F'n is contained in the right side of (13). 
Before proceeding to the converse, we turn to the statement A/t — (At(pt)'(p't~1. 
We can see that <p't is an isomorphism, (g<p()'= Q'Q>'T, (QQ>Y= Q"<p't for Q£P, and, if 
k,<i= k,+ 1, 
y (i. iQQ"~v)(p{ = y(i-k,, ie'e"-1 -k,)=y (i - k,, (i - k,) ((£>' q" -r) (p't) - k,) = 
= y (i - kt, (i - kt) (Q(p,Y (gtp,)"-'). 
Hence A',q>'t = (Atq>t)' and A*(p't = (A,(p,)*. ^ 
Now A,(pt is f-irreducible and therefore (At(p,)* is generated by the eyelet 
y(j,pIT'-1) (1 =7 =7, + 1, ¿£At(p,). The same holds for. (At(pt)' if At(pt^I{£ or 
At(ptQA^, i.e. for t$T. Hence, A't is also generated by the corresponding cycles 
y(i, ig'q"~1) , g£At). By definition of A„ there exists ff£Tn such thas 
a, in (12) equals to q. However then y(i, / e ' e " _ 1 ) = H'> iff'a"~1)£r'n. Hence A,Qr'„. 
Now suppose 16T. Then A tq> tQZ^, A t ( p t ^ A ^ which imply (A t(p ty=Zj 
(A,(pt)*=AJc+l. This last gives A*=AJt+l and so A* = P'tf)A„. As in the fore-
' ) Remark that this immediately gives IT A*. 
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going paragraph for A't, now one can verify A* QT'n. Thus Г'п 2 [J A* = [J Aj +1. 
. T€Г «€Г ' 
Furthermore, (Гпц)' is generated by the elements of A* (t € T) and by those of the form 
•{op)' (a6Г„). Since A*QAn+l and (<7/i)(=t7t' for t£T, these generators and hence 
•(ГпцУ, too, are contained in the right side of (14). On the other hand if for т = ]J т,, 
tíT 
т ,£P ' t there exists о£Гп such that т,£Ап+1*>а,£А„ then к = 
£ II(p',^An+i) = ПК which is obviously contained in the right side of (14) ; 
tíT tíT 
:so is (<jfi)' and hence the same holds for х=(ац)'к. 
Finally, we have seen A*Qr'n for all t; thus, in order to prove (Г„ц)'^Г'п it 
suffices to show (afi)' £ Г'п for а£Гп. But a'= (ац)' Ц a\ and ¡Ja't € Г'п has been ЧТ t$T 
proved earlier. This completes the proof. 
It follows from this theorem that the consequence group of an arbitrary group 
is a direct product of a certain number of permutation groups of type A' and of 
one further group which is an extension of a direct product of alternating groups 
by an elementary 2-group. The second consequence group is a direct product of 
symmetric groups. 
Suppose / = 1 is the maximal number of consecutive integers 1 < к, k+ 1, ... 
i - i 
..., k+l— 1 < и such that Г„ g fl &k+t, Г„^Фк+1. Then the ( / + l ) s t t=о 
•consequence group is the first one being isomorphic to a symmetric group and if 
neither 1 nor n is invariant under Гп then ГЦ+1> is a symmetric group. This last 
holds for either Г'п or Г"п if Г„ is f-irreducible. 
4. A class of finitely based varieties 
The results of this part follow already from the theorem of Putcha and Yaqub 
•cited in the introduction. However, in order to simplify the proof, we shall make use 
•of a result of Perkins, too. 
First of all remark that every variety defined by a set of permutation identities is 
finitely based. This follows immediately from the above results. 
Combining this. fact with the result of Perkins already mentioned, claiming 
that any uniformly periodic permutative variety is finitely based, we obtain 
Th e о r e m 3. Let <5 be a semigroup variety such that in <3 hold two (not necessarily 
•different) permutation equations 
Xi ...xn = xla...xna (cr€Z„, la^l), 
xl...xm = xlr...xmT (T€£m, mr^m). 
Then <3 is finitely based. 
On the consequences of permutation identities 333' 
P r o o f . Put N=max(m, n); then neither 1 nor N are invariant under TN. 
Thus, there exists a number / such that the /-th consequence group of TN is En+I-
Now there are two cases. Either all identities in <5 are balanced2); then the identities 
of length < N.+ l form a base. Or a non-balanced identity holds i n S ; however then 
holds an identity of the form xk+d= JC*, too, and S is finitely based in virtue of Per-
kins's result. 
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2) That is, each variable occurs on both sides the same number of times. 
